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DOWN WITH THE MOSQUITOS

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer 
and Bug Hater

HAPPPPY SPRING! As we are approaching the end of the school year, spring is in 
the air. Days are longer, the sun is out, and flowers are blooming. Disregarding the 
snow we had last week, the weather is getting warmer. This of course makes us all 
very excited! I love spring and summer: the sun is out, I am tan, the sun sets so late, 
the flowers are beautiful, I can sit/play/drink outside! The onset of warm weather has 
its downsides though: sunburns, the impeding doom of finals, pollen allergies, and 
BUGS, specifically mosquitos. Not only is mosquitos a very hard word to spell, but 
the actual bug is the literal worst! I am not a bug fan in general but I can put up with 
some of them and I respect some because I know they have a real purpose on this 
earth. Mosquitos are not on that list. I literally can not think of one redeeming quality 
for that flying menace. Their bites really hurt and are itchy, they are EVERYWHERE 
and so annoying, and they carry disease. I am literally terrified of the diseases that 
they carry. I know the diseases aren’t as common in the US but still, that is so scary. 
Their diseases are lethal and those that don’t kill you have serious and debilitating ef-
fects. The illnesses that are spread are numerous and incredibly scary - I don’t recom-
mend researching them, it made me more scared. I am incredibly thankful we live in 
the US when it comes to mosquitos. Also, they are just annoying as frick. They won’t 
leave you alone and honestly most bug sprays (at least OFF brand) don’t do that 
much to really repel them. Also, it seems that some people have more “attractive” and 
delicious blood to mosquitos than others, so people (like myself) seem to get bitten 
way more than other people regardless of the protection you are wearing. Mosquitos 
are disgusting looking too. Have you ever seen a close up shot of them, it is horrify-
ing. They are gross, infuriating, scary, and dangerous. I have done some reading and 
the food chain would be okay if all the mosquitos died because no animal relies sole-
ly on them for food. THINK ABOUT THAT! If they could wiped out, it would liter-
ally not ruin the food chain. 
I am excited for summer but I am not excited for the onset of mosquitos who treat my 
legs like a personal blood playground. And don’t even get me started on cascades..... 
giant bug monsters (but at least they don’t hurt me). Thank you for coming to my Ted 
Talk, which was literally just a rant on mosquitos. I hope some of our readers share 
this destain for the horrible creatures. Honestly, if you like mosquitos, you got some 
issues... I can’t even sugar coat it, you just are weird. 
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THINGS TO GET YOU THROUGH THE WEEK

THE OFFICE IS 
NOW CLEANER 

THAN A 
DENTIST’S 

OFFICE!

QUOTES FROM OUR 
EDITORS

Due to the recent application and interview process we have gone 
through the past few weeks as we were attempting to find new 
hooligans for this publications, the current staff has spent way too 
much time together. This forces us to actually communicate and 
learn about each other. During our last few interactions, I have 
taken it upon myself to note some of the most memorable quotes 
said by the editors to share with you all so you can get a glimpse 
into the chaos of us. I won’t tell you who said the quotes that way 
it is a fun guessing game! Hint, it was either Charlie, Katie, James, 
Jack, or Betsy.

“Charlie, you thrive in an all white environment. 

You use it to your full advantage.”

“Slivy’s so
unds lik

e a name for a vagina.”

Yo, you guys gettin your nussies swabbed this 

week?”

“I would use a baby’s soft spot as an ash tray.”

“Ya I would prolly marry or f**k 

most of the wiggles”


